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&lt;/lyrics&gt;
{{Translation|Japanese}}
==Romanized Japanese==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
gekkou no tsumetasa ni
hone ga sotto kooru
yuki no youna mune no shita wa
akai bara no SHAABETTO

kagerou no hane mo kishimu
nemuri e no kaidan
humidasu tabi itami no kakera
hitotsu hutatsu koborete tokeru

itosugi no ma ni ma ni
yureru no wa tamashii
yo ni mo yasashii me de
watashi wo miteiru

sukoshi dake ima dake
ikiru no wo yameyou
subete wo wasuretara
mouichido mezameru

gekkou wa gin no tsume de
kinu no ito wo tsumugi
nuitojiruyo usagi no mita
itsuka oriru shuuen no yume

kokoro wa konnani mo
hakanai hako dakara
hitotsubu no namida no
omosa wo shitteru

sukoshi dake ima dake
ikiru no wo yameyou
nanimo kamo wasurete
mouichido umareru

itosugi no ma ni ma ni
yureru no wa tamashii
yo ni mo yasashii me de



anata wo miteiru

sukoshi dake ima dake
ikiru no wo yameyou
nanimo kamo wasurete
mouichido umareru
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
||
==Translation==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
in the cold of the moonlight,
my bones softly freeze
below my snow-like heart
is a red rose sherbet

even the wings of the mayflies creak open
towards the sleeping of the stairs
when i walk over the splinters of pain
one and two, they will spill and melt

between the cypress trees,
what is shaking is my spirit
even in this world, with my gentle eyes
i am seeing myself

just for a little bit, just for now
let's stop living
if i forgot everything,
then i will awaken once more

the moonlight, with silver claws,
is weaving silk threads
weaving and binding what the king rabbit saw
someday, it will fall, in the nightmare of my demise

since my heart, even like this,
is a fickle case,
i know the heaviness
of one teardrop

just for a little bit, just for now,
let's stop living
forgetting everything,
i am born once more

between the cypress trees,
what is shaking is my spirit
even in this world, with my gentle eyes
i am seeing you

just for a little bit, just for now,
let's stop living
forgetting everything,
i am born once more
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